
CSA Global has a world class reputation in the discovery and development of lead and 
zinc deposits. We have global experience in the exploration and evaluation of zinc-lead 
systems in a variety of geological settings including sedimentary, volcanic and 
replacement style deposits. 

Sediment-hosted deposits in carbonate and shale lithologies (SHMS, MVT), Volcanic- Hosted Massive 
Sulphide deposits (VHMS), Broken Hill Type deposits (BHT), Carbonate Replacement skarn hosted and 
epithermal deposits.

CSA Global has strong expertise in project management and development. We can take a project through 
all stages from initial exploration, financing, Pre-Feasibility Studies to final Feasibility Studies, mine 
construction and production. Our staff are experienced in working with other disciplines including mining 
engineers, process engineers, metallurgists, hydrogeologists, environmental and financial analysts to 
ensure the success of the projects we manage.

Recent Projects
NATION PROJECT DEPOSIT TYPE WORK COMPLETED

Australia Lennard Shelf, WA MVT 15 years of exploration and evaluation management and 
provision of expert services for a variety of clients.

Magellan Lead Mine, WA Lead-oxide 12 years of exploration and evaluation management and 
provision of expert services in geology, resource and  
reserve estimation.

Thailand Mae Sod Zinc-oxide Evaluation, geological interpretation, resource estimation, 
expert reporting and delivery of exploration management on 
this stratabound carbonate hosted Zinc deposit.

Laos Sepon MVT Targeting evaluation and exploration.

Vietnam Cho Don / Cho Dien CRD Targeting evaluation and exploration management.

Indonesia Dairi SHMS Targeting evaluation, resource estimation and technical  
exploration overview.

China Caijiaying Skarn Exploration and evaluation management and resource 
estimation to Definitive Feasibility Study, financing and mine 
development; district exploration.

Russian 
Federation

Ozernoe SHMS Project evaluation focused on supergene lead oxide.

Armenia Kapan Epithermal Expert consulting on underground mine geology, grade  
control, efficiencies and mine planning.

Turkey Meskan Irish-type Targeting evaluation and expert consulting.

Italy Gorno Irish-type Targeting evaluation and expert consulting.

Ireland Lisheen Irish-type Exploration and evaluation management from discovery 
through Pre-Feasibility Study, district exploration.

Tunisia Fernana-Nefza and
Trozza

MVT Exploration project management and regional targeting.

Saudi Arabia Khnaiguiyah VHMS Deposit evaluation and modelling, data management, 
resource estimation, drill program design and 
implementation, pit optimisation and mine planning.

Yemen Jabali Zn-Oxide Deposit evaluation, metallurgical and resource due diligence.

Mexico Sierra Mojada CRD/Manto Targeting evaluation and expert consulting.

Chile Paguanta Epithermal Targeting evaluation and expert consulting.

Canada Andrew Zinc Deposit Mine Scoping Study carried out on the recently discovered zinc 
and lead deposit to determine viable mining techniques.
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About CSA Global 
We are a leading geological, mining and management consulting company with 30 years 
experience in the international mining industry. We cover all stages of the exploration 
and mining cycle, all mineral commodities, all extraction methods, across all regions:

EXPLORATION

• Mineral systems targeting & project 
generation

• Remote sensing & geophysics
• Geochemistry (traditional & non- 

destructive methods)
• Mapping & field investigations
• Drill program planning & supervision
• Exploration strategy & project 

management 

DATA

• Sourcing, capture, validation & QAQC of data
• Database design, setup, management  

& hosting
• Cartography, GIS & web-mapping
• Production databases & management tools
• Online information management 

systems (Spring portals & data rooms)
• IT support, systems administration  

& training

MINING

• Mining & engineering studies  
(concept to feasibility)

• Reserve assessment reviews
• Mine optimisation, scheduling & design
• Ore Reserve estimation & reporting
• Grade control & reconciliation
• Productivity improvement & project 

management

RESOURCES

• Review of data collection techniques  
& QAQC of data

• Geological & geo-metallurgical modelling 
• Geostatistical analysis & variography
• Mineral Resource estimation,  

validation & classification
• Resource reporting in accordance  

with international codes
• Resource audits & risk analysis

CORPORATE

• Project reviews
• Due diligence
• Expert valuations 
• Independent reports
• Geo-corporate advice
• Secure information hosting  

(Spring portals & data rooms)

CSA Global Head Office  
Level 2, 3 Ord Street 
West Perth, WA 6005

T +61 8 9355 1677 
E csaaus@csaglobal.com

www.csaglobal.com

Global offices in  
Perth • Adelaide • Brisbane • Darwin 
Jakarta • Singapore • Johannesburg 
Horsham • Moscow • Vancouver

We draw on our collective experience to customise exploration and mining solutions to 

each client’s requirements. Our advice and services are tailored to respond to the 

individual advantages and constraints of each geographical region. This approach helps 

us to provide a holistic approach to operating on zinc / lead projects. 

CSA Global believes that the keys to achieving positive outcomes for our clients are to 

understand their goals and collaborate with their project teams, integrating our expert 

knowledge into their situations and developing practical solutions that add value to their 

projects. Our offices in Perth, Jakarta and London provide an ideal base of operations 

for our consultants to provide around the clock service to our clients worldwide.


